
 

 

  Conveyor Belt Bottom Labeller  
MODEL KB-330  

Comprehensive guarantee, backed with full after sales support and spare parts availability. 
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Powerfull labelling systems
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 for the most demanding applications
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The KB - 330 self - adhesive label applicator is designed for integration into packaging lines where production speeds and reliability are of paramount importance.
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Integrated Systems:The KB-330 self - adhesive label applicator can operate as a stand - alone machine or it can be integrated with a range ofmanual or automatic production lines.Synchronization:Speeds are synchronized with the labelling head. The conveyor can also be operated without labelling and is suitable for producttransfer between packaging lines.No external control panel needed:On the KB-330 Labeller, the controls are built right in to the labelling head.This makes it very easy to control and program the labeller.Speeds over 40 m/ min. can be optained. Options can include sorting conveyors, coders etc.The KB - 330 Bottom Labeller is equipped with an ELS unit, the most robust and accurate dispensing head on the market.This labelling machine is distinguished by its versatility in all branches of industry and an attractive price / performance ratio.An other advantage is the short conversion times for product change. 
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Operates at speeds up to 40 m/min.Variable speed controlSplit conveyor belt for labelllingConveyor mountedHorizontal dispenser adjustmentQuick release for fast label changeRobust constructionOperator friendly
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